-2s
sinh ( K / s ) (z -h -iy)
Since H , = -(l/iwm) (aE,/az) and H , = (l/wm) (aE,/ay), If all antennas are located at. the earth's surface (i.e., z = h = 01, and the element spacing is less t,han or equal to two skin depths (i.e., I r d / s I is large), and These simple expressions may now be employed in order to estimat.e the electric and magnetic fields within the proposed SAXGUIKE transmitting antenna complex. It should be noted that the factors In [+sin ( m~/ s ) ]
and (?ry/s) cot ( m~/ s ) are symmetrical about. t,he distance (from each element) y = 4s/2.
The normalized electric and magnetic fields are plotted in Fig. 2, for the c a e where t.he skin depth 6 = 5 km, and the element spacing s = 26 = 10 k m . (At 50 Hz, a 5 !an skin depth corresponds to an earth conductivit,y of 2 X mhos/m.) For Fig. 2 The E, and H z fields d have their maximum value at the surface of each wire element (i.e., a t y = a, the radius of the wire insulat,ion).
Thus and

IV. CONCLUSIOX
By employing finitely conducting eart.h image theory, we have determined simple engineering expressions for estimat.ing the electric and magnetic field strengt,hs bet,nreen the elements of a SANGUINE array. .
THEORY
From t,he reciprocity relation for antennas in isotropic media [1], the radiation field magnitude dE1 (e,+) of an antenna 1 of incremental length dll, a t a far distant point (2), can be given in terms of the n-e have the radiation pattern of antenna 1 determined in terms of a plane wave resultant a t position (I), and the current distribution in antenna 1. We consider the case, illustrated in Fig. 1 , of a base-fed vertical antenna, lengt,h 1, with its base on the ground (medium C), a snow layer (medium B ) of depth d on the ground, with air (medium A ) above. The snow layer and ground are assumed to be flat, homogeneous, and isotropic. The electric vector is everywhere in the plane of propagation. From ( l ) , only those components of the incoming plane wave parallel to the antenna element dh need be considered when calculating the radiation pattern. The current distribution of such a base-fed vertical antenna [3] has been found to vary approximately as sin k(E -h ) , reflecting the relatively small heat and radiation losses. The effect of local changes such as the addition of a snow layer on the current distribut,ion in the antenna are assumed negligible. For posit,ions along the antenna in medium -4, the portion of the electric vector E,(O,,h) that is parallel to t,he vertical antenna C element dh, a t height h, is given in terms of the incident plane wave radiation field En(@,+) a t antenna 1, of a hypothetical antenna 2 aligned parallel to dEl(e,+) a t point ( 2 ) . The relation is where 1 , 1 2 are the magnitudes of the currents (at the same frequency W ) in antennas 1, 2, and 12 is the length of antenna 2. For the purpose of calculating the radiation pattern of antenna 1, antenna 2 is assumed to be 6he measuring antenna, in free space far enough away to generat,e (if it were used to transmit a signal) a nearly plane wave Ea(t?,+) incident upon the local environment of antenna 1, from which the field E,(&+) near antenna 1 can be found by a plane wave analysis.
When antenna 1 is of a finite straight length 11, the total electricfield magnitude El @,+) at the measuring antenna 2, due to a t. 
The radiation field Elb(0,) due to the portion of t,he antenna inside the snow (medium B ) , illustrated in Fig. l ( b ) , is calculated in a similar way, wit-h a somewhat different result for E91 I (e&) because of the different ray paths involved. We have 
CAWWLATIOSS AND RESULTS
Equations (4), (6), and (7) were used to compute the antenna radiation patterns. Rather than using the st.andard normalization, the radiation patterns, with and without snow cover, were normalized relative to the maximum radiated field over all elevation angles found for t,he case of no snow cover. With t,he radiation patterns normalized in this way, t.he attenuation, or reduction in radiated far distant electric field at any particular elevat,ion angle, resulting from snow cover, could be computed directly. From the reciprocity theorem as stated for antennas [I], this attenuation also refers to the reduct.ion in current. at. the antenna terminals resulting from the snow-, for an incoming wave at the same elevation angle.
In calculating t,he antenna radiation patterns, three types of ground mere considered : 1 ) poor eart.h (relative dielectric const,ant E = 4, conductivity 2 ) good earth ( E = 14, u = lo-* mhos/m);
3 ) conducting ground screen (e = 15, u = mhos/m). Two types of snow were assumed: dry snow, moderately dense (0.14 g/cm3, e = 1.2, u = 10-5mhos/m); and wet snow (0.6 g/cm3, B = 1.9, u = 3 X 10-4 mhos/m) [4], [SI.
Three different frequencies were considered: 3, 10, and 20 MHz covering t.he range normally employed for HF communications.
Several heights up to one-half wavelength =ere used for the vertical base-fed antenna; various depths of snow were employed, between 0.5 and 4.0 m. The calculations indicated t.hat the attenua tion Droduced bv the snow laver does not depend very strongly on the antenna height. Also, the calculated attenuation eqressed in dB was found to vary approximately linearly with snow depth. These points are illustrated in Fig. 2 . Fig. 3 shows the radiation patterns (in elevation) for t,he 5 m base-fed vertical antenna over the three types of ground, at the 3, 10, and 20 MHz frequencies. The effect of snow on these antenna pat,terns is illustrated in Fig. 4 , nrhich shows the at.tenuation in signal st,rength t.hat, results from a 1.0-m deep layer of snow on the ground, as a funct.ion of elevat,ion angle. Both dry and sFet spring snow conditions were considered, for the three types of ground and the three operating frequencies. Fig. 4 shows a strong dependence of attenuation on the type of snow, and also on t.he type of ground surface, rrit.h the more highly reflect.ing groun& showing the greatest attenuation due to the snow layer. As may be expected, the attenuat.ion is greater for t.he l o a elevation angles than for the higher angles. This effect is great for the conducting ground screen where all elevation angles up to 30" radiate with nearly t.he same efficiency in t,he absence of snow (Fig.  3) , but small for the poorly conduct.ing ground where the low elevation angles are already much less visible than the higher angles near 30".
The resuh shown in Fig. 1 are relatively independent of antenna height and are, therefore, applicable t,o most vertical base-fed antennas operat,ing over t,he H F spect.rum, or arrays of such antennzs. The attenuation for various snow depths may be inferred from Fig. retained, and substantial gain enhancement, is obtained over that of a dipole in front, of a flat reflector.
ISTRODTJCTIOS
This antenna was developed for use with communicat,ion satellites operating in the 225-400-MHz band [4], and the experimental measurements were performed using a half-scale model. Hence, all results will be referred t.o the 450-800-MHz frequency band.
ELECTRICAL CHARdCTERISTICS
The electrical characteristics of the antenna were memured in the UH4 frequency band of 450 to 800 MHz. Fig. 1 i s a photograph of a double-sleeve dipole in a circular cavity with a 28-in diameter and 7.4in wall height. The mechanical dimensions selected were based on a compromise between t,he VSWR and t,he radiation pattern performance over the operating frequency band.
A triplesleeve dipole arrangement was also tested. I n this case, a top sleeve is added t.o the double-sleeve arrangement. Circular polarization w~as obtained by feeding the orthogonal dipoles wit.h a Merrimac Model KO. QHM-2.75OG wide-band 90" hybrid.
Typical measured radiation patterns for the double-sleeve dipole arrangement are shown in Fig. 2 . With only one dipole fed, E-and H-planepatterns were recorded. The -3dB and -lOdB beamwidths are noted in each pattern. The patterns for t,he t.riple-sleeve dipole arrangement are similar to those of Fig. 2. Figs. 3 and 4 summarize t.he pert.inent electrical characteristics of the two antenna configurations. The measured VSWR, axial ratio, half-power beamwidths, and gain (wdh respect to circular polarizat,ion) are shown. The measured gain values were corrected for the losses in the hybrid and feed cables which were used in the measurement.s. That is, the gain is referred to the antenna feed point. The VSWR response of the triplesleeve configuration is better than that of t.he double-sleeve configura tion at the high end of the frequency band; however, b0t.h configurations provide approximat.ely the same gain performance, on the average.
COPI'CLCSIONS
A cavity-backed open-sleeve dipole represents a simple approach to acquire a moderate gain antenna (10.5 f 1 dB) over a 1.8:1 bandwidth. The ant,enna can be operated in either a linearly or circularly polarized mode. Broad-band VSWR response and r a d h
